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COMMENT

Defining ‘natal homing’ in marine fish populations:
comment on Svedäng et al. (2007)
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ABSTRACT: The recent study by Svedäng et al. (2007; Mar Ecol Prog Ser 345:1–12) purports to have
revealed explicit evidence of natal homing in Atlantic cod Gadus morhua, based on extensive
archival tagging; the study, however, ignored the ‘natal’ component of dispersal (i.e. the ichthyoplanktonic phase). The authors observed non-random directional movements in a context of smallscale genetic structure. Yet, in the absence of a linkage to natal habitats, we think that the authors
have inappropriately interpreted their findings. Demonstrations of natal homing remain rare in
marine species, due to logistical problems, and require assignment of spawning individuals on the
basis of natal signatures, or the tracking of individuals from fertilization to spawning.
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The recent study by Svedäng et al. (2007) is receiving considerable attention in fisheries management
and by population ecologists, as it purports to have
revealed explicit evidence of natal homing in Atlantic
cod Gadus morhua. However, the study’s conclusions,
based on extensive tagging of sub-adult and adult cod
(≥ 37 cm), have ignored the ‘natal’ component of dispersal (i.e. egg and larval phase), the life stage in
which dispersal potential may be highest (e.g. DiBacco
et al. 2006). The authors have tracked cod to and from
spawning grounds, a logistically difficult feat considering the population size and geographic extent in
which such species travel. Similar findings by
Robichaud & Rose (2001, 2002) for cod on the other
side of the Atlantic were equally exciting, as these
studies set in place the mechanisms of small-scale
connectivity and population structure. However, adult
tagging alone is insufficient for establishing the existence of natal homing. As an analogy, the birthplace of
a commuter cannot be assumed to be their home or
place of work even though they repeatedly commute
between the two. Both humans and fish potentially disperse from their natal region prior to establishing their

respective regular adult migrations; thus, the regular
homing region certainly does not predicate the natal
region. We therefore think the authors have inappropriately interpreted their findings and may have unintentionally misled managers and scientists studying
cod behavior and connectivity. We think it necessary to
highlight some specific ‘leaps in logic’ in the manuscript and, for future studies, to lay out the pluralistic
and daunting approach necessary to explicitly test
‘natal homing’ in a marine organism.
Measures of dispersal in marine organisms with
bipartite life cycles require integrating examinations of
(passive) physical transport and (active) locomotion,
whose contributions are often life-stage specific. This
requires the tracking of individuals from fertilization
until reproduction, which is not easy to do for marine
organisms. In a few species, natal homing rates may be
measured via visual observation; however, such opportunities are rare and limited to marine species with
large larvae and short planktonic larval durations (e.g.
Davis & Butler 1989). In the majority of species, characterized by high fecundities, small planktonic stages,
and often extensive planktonic periods, visual obser-
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of metapopulation functioning and management (e.g.
Laurel & Bradbury 2006) could easily undermine conservation efforts, depleting abundance and unknown
stock components (e.g. Stephenson & Kenchington
2000). As such, the stakes are high and the attainment
and interpretation of dispersal estimates remain at the
cutting edge of marine science and require a careful
and conservative approach.

vation is inappropriate. In these cases, quantifying
natal homing rates requires integration across the
entire life history, and must encompass enough individuals to provide adequate statistical power in the
face of staggeringly high mortality rates.
To date, natal homing estimates have primarily
involved elemental tags (e.g. Thorrold et al. 2001,
Becker et al. 2007) or molecular genetic analysis (e.g.
Jones et al. 2005), either relying on habitat-specific
elemental signatures (Campana & Thorrold 2001) or
assignment methods (Hauser et al. 2006), and genetic
differences between individuals and populations to
assign individuals among potential source locations.
These studies indicate rates of natal homing often
> 50% in the few species examined (authors’ unpubl.
data). Although the sample is biased, these data suggest that the predominance of self-recruitment and
natal homing in marine species should be re-evaluated. Future examinations of marine natal homing
must identify natal habitats and either track individuals until maturity and reproduction, or assign mature
individuals to possible sources based on distinguishable natal tags.
Studies demonstrating high rates of multi-year
spawning site fidelity suggest that early life history
dispersal may be even more critical to the regulation of
connectivity among marine demes. This point is illustrated in coastal Newfoundland, where Robichaud &
Rose (2001, 2002) document high rates of homing
between years to local Atlantic cod spawning grounds.
Despite homing to these spawning grounds, propagules from these same locations were exported from the
coast, often dispersing over 100 km before hatching
(Bradbury et al. 2001). Svedäng et al. (2007) argue that
as cod from various localities show multidirectional
movements, the impulse to home has been imprinted
during early life stages. While possibly true, their evidence for ‘natal’ homing is circumstantial, since there
is no reason to assume that any homing behavior displayed is to natal habitats. Even in the face of smallscale genetic structure in the region (e.g. Knutsen et al.
2003), mechanistic explanations are not restricted to a
single option during a single life-stage. Perhaps the
more parsimonious hypothesis is that individuals
tagged by Svedäng et al. (2007) imprinted during the
juvenile stage and homed to spawning regions on or
nearby nursery areas rather than to natal locations.
The study of connectivity in marine populations will
most likely continue to be a prominent area of research
in marine science, as it comprises the basis for successful management of marine resources (Sale et al. 2005).
A real danger lies in the potential failure to recognize
biases in our measurement of marine dispersal and
extrapolation across geographic areas or life history
stages. The resulting spatial mismatch between scales
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